
The Guthrie Clinic leverages Microsoft Project 
and the edison365 suite for end-to-end 
ideation, business case, and project execution.

Helping them deliver on their mission to attain 
optimal, life-long health and well being. 

“We had a pretty good foundation in 
place for project management and 
we were looking to take it to the next we were looking to take it to the next 
level. Microsoft Project Online got us 
there and now, with edison365ideas, 
businesscase, and projects added on, 
I’m in love!

- Gail Strausser, Application Manager, 
The Guthrie Clinic



Challenge

Project intake and initiation was haphazard. 
Projects were being requested ad-hoc via hallway 
conversations. There was no standard way to 
request a project and many great project ideas 
never surfaced. The circumstances became 
cumbersome and fell on two people to maintain 
project status using Excel and homegrown 
software. A consistent method and system were 
needed to address these issues. 

Guthrie partnered with Innovative-e, 
a leading MS Gold PPM partner. 

sing Innovative-e’s three-step approach; 
Foundation, Process Enablement, and 
Success Management, Guthrie realized 

quick wins and long term benefits. 

About Guthrie Clinic 

The Guthrie Clinic is a 107-year-old physician-led 
501(c) (3) not-for-profit integrated health system 
serving NY & PA, with 5,000 employees, 1.2 
million outpatient encounters, approximately 300 
physicians and 200 advanced practice providers in 
25 communities and 4 hospitals.

Innovation 
in healthcare and in project management

The Guthrie Clinic is dedicated to optimal life-
long health and well-being for each person in the 
community. Guthrie’s long history of innovation 
has focused on medicine holistically with multi-
specialty groups for over 100 years.

Key Benefits

• Delivering transparency
• Objectivity on resource workload reporting and 

project status updates
• Standard tools easy to use & understand
• Projects staffed with appropriate resource levels 

For more information about Innovative-e 
solutions, please contact Director of Sales, 
Bryan Quick at bquick@innovative-e.com


